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Abstract: N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) have become
attractive ligands for functionalizing gold nanoparticle surfa-
ces with applications ranging from catalysis to biomedicine.
Despite their great potential, NHC stabilized gold colloids
(NHC@AuNPs) are still scarcely explored and further efforts
should be conducted to improve their design and functional-
ization. Here, the ‘bottom-up’ synthesis of two water-soluble
gold nanoparticles (AuNP-1 and AuNP-2) stabilized by hydro-
philic mono- and bidentate NHC ligands is reported together
with their characterization by various spectroscopic and
analytical methods. The NPs showed key differences likely to
be due to the selected NHC ligand systems. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images showed small quasi-

spherical and faceted NHC@AuNPs of similar particle size (ca.
2.3–2.6 nm) and narrow particle size distribution, but the
colloids featured different ratios of Au(I)/Au(0) by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Furthermore, the
NHC@AuNPs were supported on titania and fully character-
ized. The new NPs were studied for their catalytic activity
towards the reduction of nitrophenol substrates, the reduc-
tion of resazurin and for their photothermal efficiency. Initial
results on their application in photothermal therapy (PTT)
were obtained in human cancer cells in vitro. The aforemen-
tioned reactions represent important model reactions to-
wards wastewater remediation, bioorthogonal transforma-
tions and cancer treatment.

Introduction

The remarkable properties of gold, including its high stability,
unique spectral and magnetic properties and biocompatibility,
made this noble metal a key material in nanotechnology. Gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) are amongst the most well-studied
metal-based nanostructures, with applications in catalysis,

sensing, drug delivery, bioimaging and photonics.[1] Although,
over the years, protocols for the synthesis of AuNPs with precise
sizes and shapes have been refined,[2] their surface chemistry
remained almost unchanged for decades. Recently, N-hetero-
cyclic carbenes (NHCs) have emerged as ‘smart’ surface ligands
for metal NPs due to their ability to form strong covalent bonds
to metallic surfaces and to their versatility with respect to
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functionalization.[3] In addition to the strong σ-donor properties
of NHC ligands, ligand surface adsorption and additional
interactions of NHC wingtips seem to contribute to the overall
stability of the NHC binding to Au(0) species.[3a,4] In this context,
two main approaches have been applied for the synthesis of
AuNPs stabilized by NHC ligands (NHC@AuNPs): either by
reducing Au(I) NHC complexes (the ‘bottom-up’ approach) or
by replacing labile ligands at the AuNP surface with NHCs (the
‘top-down’ approach).

The aqueous stability of AuNPs is an important prerequisite
for their biomedical applications, as well as to perform catalysis
in aqueous environment, and is a great challenge in nano-
technology. In this context, NHCs can be exploited to confer
‘hydrophilic’ character to the nanomaterials as recently high-
lighted by a few literature reports.[5] In 2015, following the
‘bottom-up’ approach, the first example of water-soluble
NHC@AuNPs was reported by MacLeod and Johnson,[5c] featur-
ing PEGylated NHC ligands. More recently, Pleixats and co-
workers[5g] reported the use of PEGylated imidazolium and tris-
imidazolium salts containing triazole linkers as stabilizers for the
preparation of water-soluble gold nanoparticles by reduction of
tetrachloroauric acid with sodium borohydride (NaBH4) at room
temperature.

In 2017, Crudden and co-workers obtained water-soluble
NHC@AuNPs (2–4 nm size) by the ‘bottom-up’ approach,
reducing a bis-NHC Au(I) complex featuring a carboxylated
benzimidazolydene scaffold with NaBH4 in aqueous solution.

[5d]

For the first time, the NHC@AuNPs were tested for biomedical
applications as possible probes for photoacoustic imaging. In
2019, the groups of Chin and Reithofer achieved water-soluble
NHC@AuNPs by the ‘bottom-up’ approach using NHC ligands
derived from a N-acetyl-L-histidine ethyl ester scaffold, featuring
either a methyl or isopropyl group on the wingtips of the
imidazole ring.[5f] The obtained AuNPs (ca. 4 nm size) showed
excellent stability in physiological conditions, including in the
presence of the intracellular reducing agent glutathione (GSH).

In parallel, water-soluble AuNPs stabilized by negatively
charged NHC ligands, bearing either sulfonate or carboxylate
groups as wingtip substituents, were synthesized following the
‘top-down’ approach.[5b] The AuNPs were formed using the
didodecylsulfide (DDS)-stabilized AuNPs as precursors in a
biphasic mixture of hexane and dimethylformamide. The
resulting NHC@AuNPs showed a mean size of 4.7�1.6 nm.[5b]

Also following the ‘top-down’ approach, Camden, Jenkins and
co-workers reported a general method for the synthesis of
NHC@AuNPs with protic groups and with an average diameter
larger than 15 nm.[5a] Moreover, Ravoo, Glorius and co-
workers[5e] described water-soluble bimetallic NHC@AuxPdyNPs
(ca. 4 nm) combining the advantageous properties of both Au
and Pd nanoparticles. The latter were shown to be active as
biomimetic catalysts for the aerobic oxidation of D-glucose into
gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. The NPs also showed
sensitivity to the diastereomers of D-glucose (D-mannose and
D-galactose), whereas no oxidation was observed for D-
fructose.[5e]

Interestingly, the concept of bidentate NHCs on gold
nanoparticles was first described by Crudden and co-workers[6]

for the preparation of highly stable nanomaterials. Later on,
Johnson and co-workers[7] used bidentate thiolate-NHC� Au(I)
moieties to tune the size and shape of the NPs to obtain
nanorods. In this case, the applied ‘top-down’ synthetic strategy
was inspired by the tendency of NHC ligands to abstract a gold
atom from the surface lattice to generate translationally mobile
NHC@Au adatom complexes.[8] The resulting thiolate-NHC-
stabilized Au nanorods were water-soluble benefiting from the
functionalization of the NHC backbone with triazole-conjugated
polyethylene glycol, and could be applied for photothermal
therapy (PTT) in vitro. Gold nanoparticle-based PTT has recently
been extensively studied in cancer treatment, due to the local
hyperthermia induced by their plasmonic photothermal effect
on cancer cells or tissues.[9]

Overall, these examples show that the particle size, particle
size distribution, shape and stability of NHC-coated AuNPs
strongly depend on the structure of the NHC ligands and the
reaction conditions used for their synthesis.

Despite these encouraging results, the number of
NHC@AuNPs is still limited and numerous applications remain
unexplored, particularly in the area of biomedicine. Therefore,
taking advantage of our experience in designing hydrophilic
metal NHC complexes for biological applications,[10] we selected
mono- and bidentate NHC ligands featuring wing-tip anchored
sulfonate groups to achieve two bis-NHC Au(I) complexes
(Scheme 1).[10–11] The latter were then used to synthesize
NHC@AuNPs via the ‘bottom-up’ approach. It should be noted
that similar NHC ligands were previously reported to stabilize
Au, Pd and Pt nanoparticles with sizes ranging between 1.6 to
4.7 nm depending on the metal (e.g. 4.7�1.5 nm in the case of
AuNPs).[5b,12]

The herein reported NPs were then characterized by a
plethora of spectroscopic and analytical methods, including UV-
Visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy, 1H NMR spectroscopy,
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), Four-
ier-transform infrared attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR)
spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS). The catalytic performance of the synthesized

Scheme 1. A) Structures of ligands (NHC-1 and NHC-2) used in this work. B)
Synthesis of water-soluble NHC@AuNPs (AuNP-1 and AuNP-2) by direct
reduction of bis-NHC Au(I) complexes (AuNHC-1 and AuNHC-2) with NaBH4

in MilliQ water.
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NHC@AuNPs, unsupported and supported on titania, was
evaluated in the catalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol, and similar
substrates, as a model reaction for wastewater remediation, as
well as to reveal structure-activity relationships. The unsup-
ported NHC@AuNPs were also evaluated for the reduction of
resazurin by NH2OH in water, leading to the formation of a
fluorescent product. This reaction was chosen as a model for
gold-mediated bioorthogonal transformations by the NPs in
aqueous environment.[13] Moreover, in preliminary studies, we
also investigated the possible application of the NPs for PTT in
human prostate adenocarcinoma PC-3 cells in vitro, as an
important emerging application for cancer treatment.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Characterization of NHC@AuNPs

Initially, sulfonated ligands NHC-1 and NHC-2 (Scheme 1A)
were synthesized according to previously reported
procedures.[10,14] Afterwards, the two water-soluble Au(I) NHC
complexes (AuNHC-1 and AuNHC-2) were formed via trans-
metalation from their respective Ag(I) bis-NHC complexes in the
presence of the Au(I) precursor [Au(SMe2)Cl] (SMe2=dimeth-
ylsulfide).[10–11] The water-soluble NHC@AuNPs were then ob-
tained by the ‘bottom-up’ approach involving the direct
reduction of the Au(I) NHCs with sodium borohydride (NaBH4,
10 equiv) in MilliQ water (Scheme 1B).

To facilitate full reduction, the AuNP solutions were stirred
at room temperature for 24 h. To further remove possible
unreacted species on the surface of the AuNPs, the solutions
were subjected to dialysis against water for ca. 48 h (see
Experimental for details). The NHC@AuNPs were obtained in
moderate yields: 18–31% based on metal content determined
by ICP-MS after purification. AuNP formation was assessed by
UV-Vis spectroscopy in unbuffered MilliQ water confirming the
presence of the typical surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band
between 510–520 nm for metallic AuNPs with mean Au particle
size around 2–5 nm.[15]

Representative absorption spectra of AuNP-2 in comparison
to the colourless solution of the Au(I) NHC precursor are shown
in Figure S0 in the Supporting Information, showing the
appearance of the classical SPR band after 24 h from addition of
NaBH4 in water.

Stability in physiological conditions is paramount for the
use of AuNPs in biomedical applications; therefore, the stability
of AuNP-1 and AuNP-2 was assessed in both MilliQ water and
PBS 1x (phosphate buffered solution, pH 7.4) over 15 h by
absorption spectroscopy. In these conditions, both colloidal
systems show similar high stability (Figures S1–S2 in the
Supporting Information). The biological compatibility of the NPs
was then investigated further by addition of the intracellular
reducing agent glutathione (GSH, 2 mM, Figure S3) as well as in
the presence of bovine serum albumin (BSA, Figure 1A reports
representative spectra for AuNP-2). Both AuNPs showed high
stability in these conditions with minor variations in the UV-Vis

Figure 1. A) UV-Vis absorption spectra of AuNP-2 in PBS 1x (pH 7.4) (black trace)+BSA (17 mM) at time 0 (blue trace), after 24 h and 48 h (red and green
traces), respectively. B) FTIR-ATR spectra of ligand NHC-2 (L, black trace), complex AuNHC-2 (C, red trace) and AuNP-2 (NHC@AuNPs, blue trace); imidazolium
C� H ring stretch signal (1551.76 cm� 1) only seen in the free imidazolium ligand. C) Particle size histogram of AuNP-2 displaying an average size of 2.6�1.2 nm
with representative TEM image (scale bar: 10 nm) and insert: HR-TEM of individual particle with 0.22 nm lattice spacing. D) Overlap of TG curves for AuNHC-2
(red trace) and AuNP-2 (blue trace).
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absorption spectra as a function of time (0–24 or 48 h), as seen
in Figures 1A and S3 in the SI.

The NHC@AuNPs were further characterized using 1H NMR
spectroscopy to gain insight into the ligand structure retained
on the NP surface, and to confirm the loss of the imidazolium
proton due to the NHC binding to the NP surface (Figures 2 and
S4). Representative 1H NMR spectra of AuNP-2 with its Au(I)
precursor (AuNHC-2) and imidazolium ligand (NHC-2) in D2O
are shown in Figure 2. As expected, the imidazolium proton (Ha

at 9.35 ppm) was only observable in the spectrum of the NHC-2
ligand. The absence of the imidazolium proton in the
NHC@AuNPs was further confirmed using FTIR-ATR spectro-
scopy. The results obtained for AuNP-2 are reported in
Figure 1B and show the absence of the imidazolium peak at
1551.8 cm� 1 in the spectra of both AuNP-2 and AuNHC-2, in
line with literature values.[5c,16] This trend was also observed for
AuNP-1 (Figure S5).

TEM analysis was also carried out on the synthesized NPs to
evaluate their average particle size and size particle distribution,
as well as the shape of the NHC@AuNPs. The NP films were
formed by drop-casting their solution in acetone onto the
carbon grid and leaving to dry before images were acquired.
The TEM images showed small quasi-spherical and faceted
NHC@AuNPs of similar particle size and narrow particle size
distribution: AuNP-1 (2.3�1.1 nm, Figure S6) and AuNP-2
(2.6�1.2 nm, Figures 1C and S7), respectively. It is evident from
these results that the synthesis of small NHC@AuNPs with

narrow particle size distribution was successful and comparable
to alternative experimental colloidal methods; for example, the
Brust method and colloidal methods using PVA (polyvinyl
alcohol) and PVP (polyvinyl pyrrolidone) as stabilizers.[17]

The extent of NHC functionalization on the NP surface was
then assessed using TGA and performed on both the
NHC@AuNPs and their corresponding Au(I) NHC complexes. The
measurements were recorded in a N2 environment (20 mL/min)
and the samples heated with a ramp rate of 5 °C min� 1 from 30
to 800 °C. The estimated percentage ratio of Au:NHC in each
case is reported in Table 1. The obtained results showed that, in
the case of AuNP-1, up to 800 °C the TG curve displays minimal
weight loss as a percentage with respect to the Au(I) complex
AuNHC-1, which can be associated with the percentage of
organic component present on the NP surface (Figure S8).
Accordingly, the estimated percentage of ligand functionaliza-
tion at the AuNP-1 surface is lower than for its corresponding
Au(I) precursor (7 vs. 61%, respectively), indicating loss of ligand
upon NP formation. Conversely, the TG curves for AuNP-2 and
its corresponding AuNHC-2 appeared almost identical high-
lighting the retainment of the ligands during NP formation
possibly giving a larger surface coverage (Figure 1D). The ratio
of Au:NHC (% weight ratio) was determined by TGA data
following the method applied by Johnson et al.[5c] (Table 1). In
the case of AuNP-2, the obtained result of Au:NHC % of 53 :47
is in line with the ratio reported for other NHC@AuNPs
systems,[18] evidencing that ligand retention on the NP surface is
commonly observed at least for colloids obtained via the
‘bottom-up’ approach.

XPS analysis was then performed on the NHC@AuNPs to
gain information on the surface atoms and their atomic surface
concentration, as well as the oxidation states of the possible Au
species present on the NP surface (Figures S9 and S10, as well
as Table S1 in the Supporting Information). Evidence for the
presence of the NHC ligand on the AuNP surface has already
been assessed by this method in the literature due to the
indicative C 1s and N 1s signals commonly observed.[6,18]

Beginning with the C 1s peaks, both AuNPs showed three
characteristic peaks at ca. 285, 286 and 288/289 eV. The peaks
at 285 and 286 eV can be confidently assigned to the C� C and
C� N bonds of the corresponding ligands, respectively, in line
with literature values.[18b,19] The high binding energy peak at
288/289 eV can be attributed to a highly oxidized carbon
species such as a carbonate which could have been introduced
during mounting of the sample onto the glass slide for
analysis.[20] In addition, both NHC@AuNPs feature a peak around
401 eV corresponding to the N 1s peak present in the NHC
structure.[6,18–19] Finally, the XPS data of the Au 4f region of both
NPs showed the presence of two oxidation states, characterized
by Au 4f7/2 peak binding energies of 83 and 85 eV, correspond-
ing to Au(0) and Au(I) respectively (Figure 3 and Table S1).
Based on the peaks’ areas, the percentage concentration of
Au(I) in AuNP-2 (62%) is significantly larger than in AuNP-1
(28%). Overall, this data led us to postulate that NHC@AuNPs
exhibit a monolayer of molecular Au(I) species, presumably as
Au(I) NHC complexes, surrounding the Au(0) core, in accordance
with previous studies.[4,18b,21]

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra of imidazolium ligand NHC-2 (bottom, black),
complex AuNHC-2 (middle, red) and AuNP-2 (top, blue) in D2O.

Table 1. Structural properties of the investigated NHC@AuNPs.

NHC@AuNP Au particle si-
ze[a] [nm]

Au:NHC[b]

[%]
Au content
[%]

Au(0) con-
tent[d] [%]

AuNP-1 2.3�1.1 93 :7 12.6 72
AuNP-2 2.6�1.2 53 :47 29 38

[a] Average diameter of the gold nanoparticles and standard deviation
values as determined by TEM analysis. [b] NP metal and ligand ratio
percentage as determined by TG analysis. [c] Au content percentage
determined by ICP-MS. [d] Au(0) content percentage estimated by XPS
analysis.
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However, we cannot exclude the presence of segregated
Au(0) and Au(I) species. The exact nature of these Au(I) species
still remains unsolved and further investigation is needed using
advanced characterization, such as X-ray absorption fine
structure (XAFS) spectroscopy, high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) imaging and high-resolution (HR) TEM.[18b,21]

Catalytic Activity of NHC@AuNPs

Following full characterization of the NHC@AuNPs, their cata-
lytic performance was then assessed using the model 4-
nitrophenol reduction reaction. The addition of excess NaBH4

allows the reaction to be considered as pseudo-first order with
respect to the concentration of 4-nitrophenol (4-NPhen). The
formation of the reduced 4-aminophenol species in the
presence of AuNPs can be monitored at 300 nm by UV-Vis
spectroscopy over time, in concomitance to the disappearance
of the corresponding 4-nitrophenol band at 400 nm.[22] A
calibration plot was first measured by plotting the absorbance

at 400 nm of different concentrations of 4-nitrophenol (Fig-
ure S11) to then allow us to determine the rate constant. The
UV-Vis kinetic studies for both AuNP-1 and AuNP-2 are shown
in Figure 4. AuNP-1 shows high catalytic efficiency with
substrate conversion reaching 81% already after 1.5 min (Fig-
ure 4A� C). It should also be noted that an induction period is
present for AuNP-1 from 0 to 0.5 min whereby the reaction rate
appears to be slower (Figure 4B� C), indicating possible restruc-
turing of the active sites of the catalyst. The UV-Vis kinetic study
of AuNP-2 (Figure 4E� G) shows that the reaction requires
longer time (>6 min) to reach a plateau until ca. 80% substrate
conversion. Specifically, after 1 min, substrate conversion
reaches 60% and 20% in the case of AuNP-1 and AuNP-2,
respectively.

The rate constant for each NHC@AuNP was also calculated
by plotting the natural logarithm for the change in substrate
concentration over reaction time. In the case of AuNP-1, due to
the observed induction period, the apparent rate constant was
calculated to be between 0.5 to 1.5 min resulting in a value of
k=1.4 min� 1 (Figure 4D).

In the case of AuNP-2, a rate constant of 0.21 min� 1 was
calculated (Figure 4H). ICP-MS analysis was also performed on
the NHC@AuNP samples to determine the mass of 197Au in each
case. The obtained results showed a higher overall gold content
for AuNP-2 (29% per mg) vs. AuNP-1 (12.6% per mg). Despite
this result, the lower catalytic activity of AuNP-2 can be
explained considering the lower % of Au(0) in its samples,
compared to AuNP-1, as assessed by XPS (Table 1). Moreover,
the observed high ligand-surface coverage in AuNP-2 could
also contribute to the reduction of catalytic performance due to
the coverage of the accessible Au sites by the NHC ligand
(Table 1). In order to provide evidence that the catalyst activity
is not due to Au(I) species present in AuNP-2, we have

Figure 3. XPS spectra of the Au 4 f region for the NHC@AuNPs (Au(I) in red
and Au(0) in yellow) of A) AuNP-1 and B) AuNP-2.

Figure 4. UV-Vis absorption kinetic studies for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NPhen) catalyzed by NHC@AuNPs in water at r.t. A) AuNP-1 (0.2 mg) over
2.5 min, with a spectrum recorded every 30 sec, E) AuNP-2 (0.3 mg) over 10 min, with a spectrum recorded every 30 sec. Plots of [4-NPhen] vs. time monitored
at 400 nm for B) AuNP-1 and F) AuNP-2, respectively. Plots of % substrate conversion vs. time for C) AuNP-1 and G) AuNP-2, respectively. Plots of ln([C]/[Co])
vs. time for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol showing first order kinetics, and calculated rate constants for D) AuNP-1 and H) AuNP-2, respectively.
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attempted the 4-NP reduction using the Au(I) complex AuNHC-
2 in presence of excess NaBH4. As expected, the substrate
conversion is irrelevant even after a few hours (Figure S12). This
experiment further demonstrates the colloidal nature of the
catalytically active gold species in AuNP-2.

Additionally, the versatility of the AuNP catalysts was
explored by investigating the reduction rate of 2-nitrophenol
and 3-nitrophenol substrates (calibration plots can be found in
Figures S13 and S14). In both cases the conversions to their
respective aminophenol species was significantly lower (ca. 2-
or 4-fold decrease, respectively) compared to 4-nitrophenol;
however, both catalysts showed relatively similar rate constants
(Figures S15–S18).

In order to assess the catalytic efficiency of the NPs towards
other biologically relevant reactions, we studied the
NHC@AuNPs activity towards the reduction of resazurin by
NH2OH in water, and followed the formation of the fluorescent
product resorufin as a function of time (Figure 5). The obtained
results show that both NP systems are catalytically active, and
follow a similar trend as observed for the 4-NPhen reaction,
with AuNP-1 being more active than AuNP-2.

NHC@AuNPs Supported on Titania

Supports are often utilized in the synthesis of colloidal AuNPs
to provide increased stability, as well as potentially improving
their catalytic performance with increased selectivity, both
directly or indirectly.[23] However, the use of a support in
combination with surface stabilizing ligands requires careful
optimization as both features can decrease the surface accessi-
bility for catalytic reactions.[3a] Examples of supported
NHC@AuNPs have been recently reviewed by Reithofer and co-
workers;[3a] however, the area is still very much in its infancy and

only a few examples of metal NPs supported on carbon, silica
or graphene oxide have been reported. Therefore, the
NHC@AuNPs were supported on titania (TiO2) as a common
reference support used for catalytic reactions, using an adapted
colloidal method.[24] In detail, the pre-formed NPs were
dissolved in MilliQ water before addition of the titania support,
the sample was then left under vigorous stirring overnight at
room temperature to facilitate the immobilization of the NPs.

Of note, the white titania became lilac in colour after a few
minutes indicating AuNP immobilization. XPS and TEM were
used to examine if the NHC@AuNPs had been successfully
immobilized and to observe whether they had retained a similar
particle size and morphology. XPS data indicates that AuNP-1/
TiO2 contain all Au(0), whereas AuNP-2/TiO2 also contain a
percentage of Au(I) (Figure S19 and S20 and Table S2 in the
Supporting Information).

In both samples the concentration of NHC@AuNPs appears
to be low compared to the theoretical loading as confirmed by
ICP-MS, with 47% of Au in the supported AuNP-1/TiO2, and
even lower (only 7%) in the case of AuNP-2/TiO2.

Interestingly, the TEM images of AuNP-1/TiO2 (Figures 6A
and S21) and particle size distribution (Figure 6B) show the
presence of larger NHC@AuNPs (6.7�2.0 nm) compared to the
unsupported NPs (2.3�1.1 nm) and they do not appear to be
well dispersed. Conversely, the TEM images of AuNP-2/TiO2

(Figures 6D and S21) shows the presence of smaller
NHC@AuNPs with a narrower particle size distribution (1.7�
0.4 nm, Figure 6E) compared to AuNP-1/TiO2 and unsupported
AuNP-2 (2.6�1.2 nm). Moreover, the binding energy of the
Au(0) in AuNP-1/TiO2 is lower than its unsupported precursor
(82.9 vs. 83.9 eV, Table S1 and S2) which has typically been
attributed to increased particle size of the NPs deposited on the
TiO2 or increased charge transfer between Au(0) and TiO2.

[25] In
this case both phenomena may occur, with the increased

Figure 5. Fluorescence emission studies for the reduction of resazurin catalyzed by NHC@AuNPs in water at r.t. with NH2OH. Spectra were recorded every
30 sec over 1 h. A) AuNP-1 (1 mg) and B) AuNP-2 (1 mg), respectively. Magenta arrows highlight the increase in intensity of the resorufin product at 584 nm.
C) Comparison of the fluorescence emission intensity of the resorufin product at 584 nm over time, for reactions catalyzed by NHC@AuNPs vs. control (without
NPs).
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charge transfer possibly contributing to the higher loading of
AuNP-1 on TiO2 compared to AuNP-2 (47% vs. 7%, respec-
tively); the latter not featuring a lower binding energy of the
Au(0). Furthermore, the reduced charge transfer for AuNP-2/
TiO2 could explain the NPs smaller size compared to the
unsupported ones; as the larger, heavier particles of AuNP-2
would find it harder to migrate through the solution to undergo
interaction, adsorption and adhesion to the support.

Catalytic Activity of NHC@AuNPs/TiO2

Preliminary tests were performed to assess whether the
supported NHC@AuNPs had retained their catalytic perform-
ance for the 4-nitrophenol reduction reaction upon immobiliza-
tion. Although a direct comparison cannot be made with the
unsupported AuNPs due to different concentrations of gold and
ratios to substrates, the supported NPs do appear to retain at
least some of their catalytic performance; although AuNP-1/
TiO2 shows a much greater induction period compared to the
respective unsupported NPs and a considerable decrease in the
rate constant k=0.08 min� 1 (Figure 6C and S22 in the Support-
ing Information). However, this can be expected due to the
larger size of the supported NPs and the presence of the TiO2

which could result in reduced access to the NP active sites.
Loading of AuNP-2 on TiO2 appears to have less of an effect on
the calculated rate constant k=0.09 min� 1 (Figure 6F and S23 in

the Supporting Information) which can be attributed to the
preservation of the small NP size.

The recyclability of the supported NHC@AuNPs was then
assessed using the same conditions as above, with subsequent
removal of the filtrate and washing of the NPs with water. The
filtrate and wash after each cycle were then analyzed by ICP-MS
and the NHC@AuNPs were left to dry overnight before the
addition of fresh 4-nitrophenol and NaBH4 solutions. In total,
three cycles of the 4-nitrophenol reduction were performed. In
the case of AuNP-1/TiO2, an overall decrease in the rate of
substrate conversion vs. time after the first cycle was recorded
(Figures S24 and S25 in the Supporting Information); however, a
high % of substrate conversion is still observed after each cycle.
In order to determine whether leaching of Au from the
supported NPs is responsible for the decrease in catalytic
efficiency, ICP-MS was performed on the filtrate and wash
fractions after each cycle. The results showed that overall only
ca. 0.4% of the initial amount of Au was present in the filtrated
solution. This was also evidenced by the XPS analysis performed
on the NHC@AuNPs before and after the three cycles, showing
a similar % of the initial Au 4 f signal (Table S3). These results
evidence that the colloidal Au nanoparticles were stable on the
support, implying a strong metal-support interaction. The
observed deactivation could be due to either strong poisoning
of the product on the active sites or surface restructuring of the
active sites. XPS analysis showed a decrease of the carbon
content after the reaction, and similar values of Au content
before and after reaction; therefore, it is likely that chemical

Figure 6. TEM images of A) AuNP-1/TiO2 and D) AuNP-2/TiO2 with scale bars, along with their corresponding particle size histograms B) 6.7�2.0 nm and E)
1.7�0.4 nm, respectively. Plot of ln([C]/[Co]) vs. time for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol with C) AuNP-1/TiO2 and F) AuNP-2/TiO2 showing first order kinetics
and calculated rate constants.
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poisoning could be the main reason for the decreased substrate
conversion observed.

Concerning AuNP-2/TiO2, this catalytic system showed a
high % of substrate conversion vs. time throughout the cycles
(Figures 7, S26 and S27), with the substrate completely
converted over ca. 15 min in the first two cycles. This high
catalytic activity is maintained despite the significant leaching
(ca. 99%) observed in the filtrate and wash fractions after the
first cycle by ICP-MS. These results could be explained to a
certain extent by (i) the removal of surface-bound organic
species after the first 4-nitrophenol reduction step resulting in
more available active sites for the subsequent cycle, (ii) the
removal of the spectator species and as a consequence the
restructuring of the active sites that can contribute to the
observed high activity, as it has been shown previously by
Flytzani-Stephanopoulos et al.[26] using leaching techniques to
synthesise highly active gold catalysts, with uniform dispersion
of gold atoms and nanoclusters. After cycle 2, minimal further
leaching was observed, and no additional leaching was
detectable after cycle 3. The dramatic Au loss across the cycles
is also reflected in the XPS analysis as after cycle 3 the peaks of
Au 4 f can no longer be identified (Table S4).

Moreover, one possible hypothesis could be that during the
leaching the “spectator” sites have been removed and the
presence of well-dispersed and small size nanoparticles have
remained on the surface of the catalyst. This hypothesis is
based on recent work published by Hardacre and co-workers[27]

who showed an effective chemical treatment for the re-
dispersion of AuNPs forming very small nanoparticles below
1.5 nm.

Furthermore, Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and co-workers[28]

have shown another effective chemical treatment for the
selective removal of specific Au sites as spectators from the
surface of the catalyst. In both cases the prepared nano-
materials showed higher catalytic activity. Unfortunately, due to
the low amount of the catalyst, it was not possible to perform
HRTEM analysis to verify this hypothesis, but only XPS analysis.
In future studies we will focus on understanding better the
restructuring of the active sites on the surface of the catalyst
during chemical treatment and catalytic reactions.

Photothermal Efficiency and PTT applications

In a second phase of our study, we conducted preliminary
investigations on the potential of water-soluble NHC@AuNPs
for applications in photothermal therapy of cancer. Prior to the
PTT experiments, the photothermal efficiency of the AuNP-2
solution was evaluated with a near-infrared (808 nm) laser
source using a fluence of 340 Wcm� 2. Detected by thermocou-
ple, a time and concentration-dependent temperature evalua-
tion was observed for the AuNP-2 solution (Figure 8A). Since
the AuNP-2 cannot resonate with the NIR irradiation directly, as
they feature an SPR band at ca. 520 nm, the photothermal
effect could be due to the two-photon absorption and second
harmonic generation.[29] Consequently, the photothermal effi-
ciency was calculated using Equations (1)–(3) (see Experimental)
and was estimated to be ca. 25% for 0.4 mg/mL AuNP-2 PBS
solution under the NIR laser irradiation (Table S5). Whilst it is
difficult to directly compare the data to existing literature on
different types of AuNPs, particularly those with larger sizes
commonly studied,[30] this data is encouraging and shows that
even small AuNPs can be exploited for PTT. Progressing to the
biotoxicity and PTT evaluation, cell viability studies were
performed in human PC-3 prostate cancer cells in vitro. In
absence of the NIR light irradiation, AuNP-2 showed acceptable
biocompatibility with high PC-3 cell viability in a range of
concentrations (Figure 8B).

At the highest tested concentration (0.4 mg/mL) of AuNP-2,
cell viability was maintained (>88%). However, the combina-
tion of AuNP-2 (0.4 mg/mL) and 10 min irradiation under the
NIR source resulted in a notable decrease in cell viability due to
local overheating (Figure 8C). Instead, no significant decrease of
cell proliferation could be observed in PC-3 cells incubated with
0.1 and 0.2 mg/mL AuNP-2, respectively. These results are in

Figure 7. Plot of % substrate conversion vs. time for the reduction of 4-
nitrophenol with AuNP-2/TiO2 over three cycles.

Figure 8. A) Photothermal effects of AuNP-2 at different concentration in 1x
PBS buffer (pH 7.4) under laser irradiation, where the laser was first irradiated
for 600 s and then removed. B) Effect on PC-3 cell viability following AuNP-2
treatment at different concentrations for 24 h. C) Effect on PC-3 cell viability
following AuNP-2 treatment at different concentrations for 6 h followed by a
10 min laser irradiation (808 nm, 340 mW/cm2) and another 18 h incubation.
Blank=1x PBS buffer (pH 7.4).
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good agreement with the concentration-dependent photo-
thermal performance observed in (Figure 8C). This can be
attributed to the fact that the SPR effect is only strong enough
to induce the local hyperthermia when there is an adequate
amount of AuNP-2 to convert the energy of the laser into
heat.[31] It should be noted that, based on the previously
mentioned ICP-MS data, the Au content in AuNP-2 is only ca.
29% per mg, which may result in reduced photothermal
efficiency. Despite the need for further optimization, the
observed PTT capability of AuNP-2 suggests that the obtained
NHC@AuNPs are promising for cancer treatment upon laser
irradiation.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized two types of
water-soluble NHC@AuNPs (AuNP-1 and AuNP-2) with narrow
particle size distribution and mean particle sizes of 2–3 nm. The
NP synthesis was achieved using the ‘bottom-up’ approach
starting from hydrophilic mono- and dinuclear Au(I) NHC
complexes. The NPs are both stable in buffered aqueous
solution and in the presence of the intracellular reducing agent
GSH as well as of the serum protein BSA. Characterization by
various methods showed important differences between the
two colloids depending on the starting ligand and Au(I)
carbenic species: the NPs originated from the bidentate NHC
ligand, AuNP-2, contain a higher amount of Au(I) and feature a
higher ligand surface coverage than AuNP-1. These results
suggest that Au(I) NHC molecular species are still prominent in
the colloids’ surface for AuNP-2.

After comprehensive characterization, possible applications
of the NHC@AuNPs in catalysis were investigated. Therefore,
the unsupported Au nanoparticles were tested for the catalytic
reduction of nitrophenol substrates and showed high catalytic
activity, comparable with analogous Au catalytic systems. The
same trend of reactivity was observed for the resazurin
reduction. This result is important for future development of
AuNP-templated bioorthogonal transformations in biological/
aqueous environment. It is worth mentioning that recent
reports explore both molecular gold compounds and AuNPs for
a number of metal-mediated reactions in living systems,
specifically aiming at producing novel chemical tools and
therapeutic agents.[32]

Moreover, the NHC@AuNPs were immobilized on TiO2 as
the desired support to improve catalyst stability. In general, the
immobilization of the Au nanoparticles was low. Interestingly,
the resulting supported NPs showed markedly different sizes
and catalytic activity. In particular, the AuNP-2/TiO2 catalyst
with only 7% loading showed appreciable catalytic perform-
ance, possibly due to the small NPs size (1.7�0.4 nm) and
despite the presence of Au(I) species on the surface as
confirmed by XPS. Finally, preliminary studies on the PTT
applicability of the NHC@AuNPs were performed in human PC-3
cancer cells, showing that, despite their small size, these
nanoparticles possess selective cancer cell-killing activity only
upon laser irradiation.

In the future, we will focus our attention to improve the
experimental protocols for the immobilization of the Au nano-
particles on supports, to understand the nature of chemical
treatment to control AuNP size and dispersion, as well as to
enhance Au-support interaction and finally increase the yield of
formation of metallic nanoparticles during the synthesis. More-
over, for biomedical applications, tuning of the NPs water-
solubility properties could be achieved using different types of
hydrophilic NHCs,[33] including those based on amino acids,[34]

whose Au(I) complexes have already the tendency to form
AuNPs in aqueous solution.

Recently, multidentate hydrophilic NHC ligands have been
used to successfully stabilize larger AuNPs (ca. 10 nm),[35] and
could be explored in Au(I) complexes’ scaffold for ‘bottom-up’
synthetic approaches. Noteworthy, the resilience of the
NHC� Au bond allows for multi-step post-synthetic
modification,[5a] which in the future could be exploited to
enable bioconjugation to targeting molecules to improve the
selectivity and efficiency of PTT in cancer cells. Overall, our
results contribute new knowledge in the field of nanomaterials
for applications in catalysis or medicine.

Experimental Section

General

Solvents and reagents (reagent grade) were all commercially
available and used without further purification. 1H and 13C{1H} NMR
spectra were recorded in D2O solution on Bruker Avance (400-
500 MHz) NMR spectrometers. UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a
Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrometer from Aglient Technologies. Fourier-
transform infrared attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR) spectro-
scopy was carried out on a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S FTIR spectropho-
tometer equipped with an ATR unit. TG measurements were
performed on a PerkinElmer Pyris TGA. XPS was performed on a
Thermo K-alpha+ X-ray photoelectron spectrometer using micro-
focused Al kα radiation operating at 72 W (6 ma×12 kV) using the
400 micron analysis mode. Charge compensation was achieved
using a combination of low energy electrons and argon ion. Data
was collected at pass energies of 40 and 150 eV for high resolution
and survey data, with step sizes of 0.1 and 1 eV respectively. Data
quantification was performed using CasaXPS[36] software Version
2.3.24, using a Shirley type background, and Scofiled sensitivity
factors with a TPP-2 M energy dependence for the photoelectrons.
TEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM 2100 Transmission
Electron Microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples were suspended
in acetone and dispersed over 300 mesh Cu grids coated with holey
carbon film. The images were then analyzed using ImageJ
software.[37] The number of NPs analyzed from the TEM images of
each sample can be found in the brackets: AuNP-1 (391), AuNP-2
(507), AuNP-1/TiO2 (116) and AuNP-2/TiO2 (226). ICP-MS analysis
was performed on a Agilent 7900 ICP-MS with I-AS Autosampler
using 159Tb as the internal standard element and five-point
calibrations at blank, 1, 10, 100 and 1000 mg/l using Certified
Reference Multi-Element Calibration Standard 4 from Perkin Elmer
(PEN9300234) along with the Certified Internal Standard mix from
Agilent (5188–6525). Fluorescence spectroscopy measurements
were recorded on a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer.
Ligands NHC-L1[14a] and NHC-L2,[14b] and the Au(I) complexes
AuNHC-1[11] and AuNHC-2[10] were synthesized with minor modifica-
tions of literature procedures.
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NHC@AuNP synthesis

The ‘bottom-up’ method was employed to form the gold nano-
particles AuNP-1 and AuNP-2. Each Au(I) NHC complex, AuNHC-1
or AuNHC-2 (50 mg, 1 equiv), was dissolved in deionized H2O
(5 mL) at room temperature under stirring. A freshly prepared
aqueous NaBH4 solution (10 equiv, 1 mL) was added quickly
resulting in a darkening of the solution. Samples were left under
stirring for 24 h at room temperature. The resulting aqueous
solutions of AuNPs were then purified by dialysis using treated
cellulose dialysis membrane (Sigma-Aldrich, D9652) with a molec-
ular weight cut-off of 14,000 Da.

AuNP-1
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 7.21 (d, J=1.9 Hz, 2H), 7.19 (d, J=1.9 Hz,
2H), 4.28 (t, J=6.7 Hz, 4H), 4.16 (t, J=6.8 Hz, 4H), 2.84–2.79 (m, 4H),
2.31–2.22 (m, 4H), 1.85–1.76 (m, 4H), 1.29–1.18 (m, 4H), 0.83 (t, J=

7.4 Hz, 6H).
13C{1H} NMR (126 MHz, D2O) δ 182.90, 121.72, 121.35, 50.62, 49.09,
47.78, 32.78, 26.32, 19.06, 12.88.

AuNP-2
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 7.72 (d, J=2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.66 (d, J=2.1 Hz,
1H), 7.63 (d, J=2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (d, J=2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.56 (d, J=

1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (d, J=2.1 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (d, J=2.1 Hz, 7H), 7.41 (d,
J=2.1 Hz, 1H), 7.31 (d, J=2.0 Hz, 13H), 6.92 (d, J=14.0 Hz, 6H),
6.65–6.53 (m, 10H), 6.10 (d, J=14.1 Hz, 6H), 4.42–4.20 (m, 10H),
2.90–2.73 (m, 11H), 2.32–2.16 (m, 8H).
13C{1H} NMR (126 MHz, D2O) δ 183.20, 122.81, 121.33, 62.98, 49.88,
47.56, 26.18.

Stability studies by UV-visible absorption spectroscopy

Stability studies were conducted by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy
using solutions of AuNP-1 or AuNP-2 in MilliQ water, PBS 1x
(pH 7.4) and PBS 1x+2 mM GSH or 17 mM BSA. An amount of
NHC@AuNPs was dissolved in solution to achieve an absorbance of
ca. 0.8 r.u. for the SPR band. Spectra were recorded between 330–
1000 nm over time.

Kinetic study of 2-, 3- and 4-nitrophenol reduction reactions

Nitrophenol reduction reactions were monitored by UV-Vis spectro-
scopy recording spectra between 300–820 nm with an average
time of 0.1 s, interval of 1 nm and scan rate of 600 nm/min. Firstly,
100 mL of a 4-nitrophenol aqueous solution (3 mM) was added to
the cuvette containing the NHC@AuNPs and 1.9 mL of MilliQ water.
This was followed by the quick addition of 1 mL of a freshly
prepared NaBH4 aqueous solution (30 mM) to the cuvette whilst
starting spectrophotometric analysis. NaBH4 was used in excess
with respect to the concentrations of 2-, 3- and 4-nitrophenol to
ensure pseudo-first order reactions. The scans were recorded every
30 sec until the 2-, 3- and 4-nitrophenol peaks had reached a
plateau. The TiO2 supported AuNPs were also monitored using this
method using 2.4 mg of catalyst in each case.

Kinetic study of the reduction of resazurin

The reduction of resazurin was monitored by fluorescence spectro-
scopy following an established experimental protocol.[38] In detail,
10 mL of a resazurin aqueous solution (3 mM) was added to the

cuvette containing the NHC@AuNPs (1 mg) in 2 mL of MilliQ water.
This was followed by the quick addition of 1 mL of a freshly
prepared NH2OH aqueous solution (3 mM) to the cuvette whilst
starting the analysis. The substrate reduction was monitored over
1 h with spectra recorded every 30 sec to monitor the fluorescence
emission intensity of the product at an excitation wavelength of
532 nm and a slit size of 10 nm for both emission and excitation,
respectively.

Synthesis of supported NHC@AuNPs/TiO2

The titania supported NHC@AuNPs were formed by dissolving
AuNP-1 (7.5 mg) and AuNP-2 (7.6 mg) respectively, in MilliQ water
(30 mL) whilst stirring before the addition of the titania (AuNP-1:
75 mg and AuNP-2: 76 mg). The mixture was then left to stir
overnight at room temperature before filtering. The NPs were then
washed with water and left to dry in air overnight.

Photothermal performance evaluation

The photothermal performance of AuNP-2 was evaluated under
NIR laser irradiation, performed by an 808 nm semiconductor
power-adjustable laser (808 nm, 340 mW/cm2, CNI laser, China). The
photothermal conversion efficiency was studied measuring the
temperature increase profile of a solution of AuNP-2 in PBS buffer
(pH 7.4) by a thermocouple upon NIR laser irradiation over a period
of 10 min and a 20 min cooling period. The photothermal efficiency
was calculated using Equations (1)–(3)[39].

h ¼
hS Tmax� Tsurð Þ� QDis

I 1� 10� A808ð Þ
(1)

t ¼ � tln
T� Tsur
Tmax� Tsur

� �

(2)

t¼
mCp
hS (3)

Cytotoxicity and photothermal therapy performance
evaluation

Human prostate adenocarcinoma cells (cell line PC-3, American
Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD) were firstly uniformly
seeded into a 96-well plate with ca. 3000 cells/well and allowed to
grow for 24 h before AuNPs co-culturing and/or laser treatment. In
the 96-well plate, the wells with cells were divided into different
experimental groups (n=3) and were co-cultured with 0.1, 0.2 and
0.4 mg/mL of AuNP-2, respectively. The blank group was treated
with normal growth medium and diluted by DPBS buffer. The
toxicity of the nanoparticles and PTT therapy were evaluated using
the MTT assay (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide, Sigma, M5655-100 mg). For the toxicity studies, the cells
were co-cultured with the AuNP-2 in the dark with 5% CO2 at 37 °C
for 24 h before the MTT assay evaluation. For the photothermal
therapy studies, prior to the laser treatment, PC-3 cells were
incubated in the dark with 5% CO2 at 37 °C for 6 h. Afterwards, cells
were irradiated using the NIR laser for 10 min (808 nm, 340 mW/
cm2). After a further 18 h incubation, the antiproliferative effect of
photothermal therapy was evaluated using the MTT assay.
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